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France - Islamic Republic of Iran Relations:
Timeline and Brief Historical Context
This timeline tracks major developments from the beginning of close FranceIran ties after World War II to the present. Relations between Iran and France
were established in the 13th century after France became an important power in
the region. Since then, the two countries have maintained and developed their
links. Iran's history has been shaped not only by forces in the region, but also
by their interactions with other countries, including France, which is the focus
of this report.

After World War II
1971- When

1945-1979

Iran

hosted

a

major

celebration of the ancient Persian

During the Second World War, Iran and

Empire, the French president sent

France were culturally close to each other.

his prime minister instead of himself.

After the Second World War, France

This caused relations between the

attempted to gain what it had lost and to

two to deteriorate.

dominate the regions colonized before the

1973-The new Iranian government has

war. However, the countries oppressed

decided to end nuclear cooperation

under the colonial order started to search for

with France.

their own identity and started to declare
their independence. France wanted to
continue its influence in the Middle East.

Iranian Revolution (1979)
The Shah regime was overthrown in Iran

1969- Relations between Iran and France

and Khomeini emerged as the only leader.

deteriorated again when Georges

It was predicted that when the Iranian

Pompidou became president of

Revolution took place, relations between

France.

Iran

Pompidou

disliked

and

France

would

improve.

Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, the Shah

Ayatollah

of Iran.

founder of the Islamic Republic, spent the

Ruhollah

Khomeini,

the

last four months in France in 14 years of
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exile. However, several factors prevented

"War

the development of relations between the

September 1986.

two countries and even caused their

of

the

Embassies"

in

relations to be suspended in some cases.

Gordji Affair (1986-1987)

1979- The US hostage crisis prompted

France and Iran severed their diplomatic

Western

relations in July 1987, following the "Gordji

countries to impose a series of

Incident" named after Vahid Gordji, who

sanctions on Iran. Here, the US

was a translator at the Iranian embassy in

factor played an important role in

France.

orienting French policy towards

intelligence of being linked to the 1985-

Iran.

1986 bomb attacks in Paris, Gordji took

France

to

join

other

Iran-Iraq War (1980-1988)
France had a disagreement with Iran in
terms of its support for Israel and its support
for Iraq during the Iran-Iraq War. As the
war changed in favor of Iran, the US
supported the French in selling arms to Iraq.

Suspected

by

the

French

refuge in his country's embassy. French
security forces surrounded the building for
weeks,

demanding

the

then

Interior

Minister Charles Pasqua to question Gordji.
After finally testifying before a judge,
Gordji was deported. Lebanese hostages
were released, tension eased.

During this time, France supplied weapons

1988- France and Iran re-established

to Iraq and sided with Saddam Hussein.

diplomatic relations in June 1988,

These

after the end of the Iran-Iraq war.

developments

increased

Iran's

distrust of France.
1985- Several terrorist attacks on French

Period 1989-1997

soil have been attributed to Iran.

The end of the Iran-Iraq War and the start

Tehran was accused of taking

of the Iranian government's reconstruction

French citizens hostage in Lebanon

efforts led to some changes in Iran's foreign

and attacking French interests by

and economic policies. Iran tried to adopt a

ordering a bomb attack in Paris.

kind of détente policy towards its Arab

1986- French officials accused Iranian
diplomats of involvement in the

neighbors and Western countries. This
period witnessed an overall improvement in
political and economic relations between
Iran and France.
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The

Assassination

of

2003- Iran's nuclear file has become a
controversial issue at the UN's

Shapour Bakhtiar

International

Atomic

Energy

In July 1991, Shapour Bakhtiar, the last

Agency. France, as a nuclear-armed

Iranian Prime Minister under the Shah, was

state, did not accept the expansion of

assassinated in western Paris. Bahtiyar, who

the nuclear club, but at the same

has lived in exile in France since the fall of

time did not want to impose

the Shah, was considered one of the most

sanctions

serious opponents of the Islamic Republic

France supported negotiations with

of Iran.

Iran.

1992- The murder of four Iranian Kurdish

From 2005 to the Present

dissidents in a Berlin restaurant
known as the "Mykonos Affair"
created

tension

ambassadors

as

were

European
once

again

recalled and critical dialogue was
suspended.

on

Iran.

Therefore,

2005- A new government headed by
Mahmud Ahmadinejad came to
power. The balance of power in the
Middle East has changed drastically,
especially in Iraq and Lebanon,
increasing Iran's influence. As a

1997- With the coming to power of a

result, the conflict of interest

reformist government in Iran, there

between Iran and France has once

was great hope in Paris that the new

again emerged at the regional level.

government in Iran would enable
some kind of compromise between
conflicting worldviews.

France

increased

new President of France. The
policies adopted by Sarkozy in the

1999-The level of contact between Iran
and

2007- Nicolas Sarkozy was elected the

new environment of the Middle

with

East, the nuclear program of Iran

President Mohammad Khatami's

and the radical attitudes taken by the

visit to Paris. The trading volume

Iranian president against Israel

increased to an unprecedented level.

caused conflicts between the two

A "comprehensive dialogue" with

countries.

the EU has started.
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2006- The UN Security Council passed a

will continue as before or go in a new

resolution imposing sanctions on

direction.

parts of the Iranian economy,

congratulate Macron and said he believed

including an arms embargo and

the latter would be more likely to increase

trade restrictions.

cooperation between Paris and Tehran.

2012- France persuaded other member
states to deepen sanctions by
banning

the

petroleum

importation

products

from

of
Iran.

Despite its negative impact on its
own

economy,

France

was

determined to keep Iran out of world

Rouhani

was

quick

to

French investments have increased since
the agreement. Total, a French oil company,
resumed

its

activities

in

Iran

after

suspending its operations in 2010. It also
signed a new agreement involving the
extraction of gas from Iran's southern pars
field in the Persian Gulf.

trade and was considered one of the

Iran's relations with France, the European

most intransigent states against Iran

country with which it is best, are also

in the European Union.

deteriorating. French diplomacy has tried to

2015- The P5 +1 countries and Iran
signed the Joint Comprehensive
Action

Plan

(JCPOA),

which

allows Iran to regain access to
international markets in exchange

help Tehran, where the U.S. Administration
has imposed severe sanctions since May
2018, but the efforts have not yielded
results.

Conclusion

for reducing nuclear production.
France played a role in taking a

As history shows, relations between France

tougher stance against Iran during

and Iran tend to shift drastically between

the negotiations.

the

strong

alliance

and

geopolitical

alienation or hostility. In 2017, we witness

A New Economic Alliance
Emmanuel

Macron

won

the

French

presidential election in May 2017. Rouhani
was re-elected president of Iran in the same
month. The election of a young reformer in
France has sparked a lot of speculation as to
whether the Franco-Iranian diplomacy
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the

rapprochement

and

cooperation

between the two countries. It can be
assumed that EU restrictions and the US are
indirectly

affected

by

conflicting

worldviews. On the other hand, although
the element of France's Arab policy gained
importance in the first period, it continued
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to be disturbing in the following periods.
Conflicting worldviews can be expected to
continue to play an important role in the
relations between the two countries.
**********************************
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